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Culture Camp Update: Ready for Activities
We are excited to be almost finished the construction of our
culture camp and finally starting cultural activities. Only the
tipi pad needs to be finished at this point for us to complete
phase one of our vision for the culture camp.
This issue of our newsletter focuses on building the outdoor
classroom/lean-to pad and the first time that students, staff
and Elders were able to use the culture camp.
As noted in previous newsletters, Mark and Maxine
Hildebrandt did the initial clearing and got the lean-to site
ready, and Dale LeMoignan used the skidsteer to remove
boulders and level the space.
Zach Paul, through his company ZAPA Contracting Ltd. from
Beaumont, was in charge of delivering, pouring, placing and
finishing the concrete. Zach and Brandon Paul took care of all
the construction for this portion of the project. They built the
forms for the pad and installed the rebar. When the concrete
was delivered, they did the finishing work on it. Woodland
Lumber in Evansburg supplied the wood used in the project.
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Elder Annie Thomas hanging meat strips to dry on the rack.

Above: Maxine Hildebrandt clearing roots.
Left: Maxine tamping gravel for the lean-to classroom site.

When completed, we will have three instructional areas in the
culture camp.
The lean-to will be used for regular classroom instruction just like a
classroom in the school. We intend to use it in all kinds of weather,
as the lean-to roof protects participants from snow and rain. It will
have benches and folding tables as well.
The tipi will also be used to hold classes. The tipi pad uses artificial
turf inside. We decided that artificial turf, similar to what is used at
Commonwealth Stadium, was a better solution than indoor/outdoor
carpeting. It is thick enough for students to sit on, and the tipi
protects them from wind, rain and snow.
The fire pit pad will be used for hands-on cultural learning, such as
traditional meat drying, our first official activity at the culture
camp.
Left, top: It’s a tight squeeze for the big cement truck.
Left: Albert McLaughlin, Brandon Paul and Zach Paul pouring
and spreading cement for the outdoor classroom pad.
Left, bottom: Finishing the lean-to pad.

To construct the traditional meat-drying rack, Mark and Maxine
went into the bush near Drayton Valley to find some tamarack
poles. The rack is portable so it can be moved out of the fire pit pad
area when we want to use the fire pit for other activities.
Many of our efforts to teach students traditional cultural activities
will involve Elders as instructors. In teaching traditional meatdrying processes, Maxine’s mother Edna Paul, who is 77, and great
aunt Annie Thomas, who is 83, came to the school for two days.
Our visiting Elders were each born and raised on the Pelican Lake
(Chictek in Cree) Reserve in Saskatchewan. While working on the
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meat-drying activity, they shared stories of their young lives on the
reserve. They told students about learning traditional ways from
working alongside their mothers. For example, when learning how
to dry meat, they would have their own smaller drying rack to
practise the skills being taught. They told the students about having
the run of the reserve, picking lots and lots of berries, and learning to
make bannock in different ways. That led to a discussion of a future
project we have planned when they will come back to teach the
students various ways to make bannock in the fire pit.
For this first attempt at drying meat, parent and grandparent Brenda
Baynes donated a very large beef roast. We also had deer and moose
meat donated by Russ Paul (Edna’s son and Maxine’s brother). The
beef roast, a hindquarter and a front leg quarter of deer, and a large
moose roast were cut into thin strips the night before by Maxine and
her mother Edna. They kept some back to be able to demonstrate to
the children how the meat is cut up.
On day one, we showed the children how to hang the cut meat strips
and then they joined in. Elder Edna and Elder Annie showed us how to
cut the remaining meat into the thin strips. Annie stressed that we had
to use white poplar for the fire. If you use other wood, such as pine or
spruce, it gives the meat (as described by Annie) “a terrible flavour.”
It takes a day or two to dry the meat, so the fire must be looked after
and kept going 24 hours a day. We started the fire around 10:30 in the
morning and began hanging meat once there were hot coals and lots of
smoke. There was a bit of wind so we used a tarp around the fire pit to
keep the smoke in and directed up the rack. Elder Edna said
traditionally this would have been done by using hides as a tarp. One of
our future projects will be to obtain some hides to allow us to do this
the traditional way.
For this first trial run, Maxine and Mark stayed overnight to tend the
fire and guard against any nocturnal guests, like coyotes or other
animals. They parked two cars on opposite sides of the fire with the
lights on to discourage any animals looking for a handy snack. In the
future, students will stay over to learn the entire process.

Right, from the top:
Brandon Paul building the outdoor classroom lean-to.
ZAPA Contracting team cutting beams for the lean-to.
Maxine with Pete Barbash from Woodland Lumber
delivering roof panels for the lean-to.
Maxine continuing to work on the outdoor classroom pad.
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By morning, the first strips were ready to be taken down and sampled.
By noon, the biggest pieces were done so we took all the strips down.
A couple of the older students helped put the fire out, as safety is
paramount.
During the morning, each class came out to the fire pit. The students
all sampled the different dry meat samples and had a Cree language
lesson from Maxine and the two Elders. Everyone agreed that the dry
meat was delicious and most tried several strips. Elder Annie
suggested a good way to eat the meat, the way she prefers, is by
warming it over the fire and rubbing a little butter or lard into the meat
strip.
Thanks to Elders Edna Paul and Annie Thomas for making our first
cultural activity in our new culture camp such a huge success.

Above: Building the roof and installing roof panels.
Right: Mark Hildebrandt building the dry meat rack
from Tamarack poles.
Below: The finished outdoor classroom lean-to.

Right: Almost finished building the dry meat rack.
Far right: The dry meat rack is ready to use.
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Above: Elders Annie Thomas and Edna Paul showing students how
to cut thin strips.
Above, left: Cutting beef, moose and deer meat strips to dry.
Left: Maxine and Superintendent Ed Wittchen hanging meat strips.

Right: Keeping warm by the fire.
Below, right: Maxine leading a Cree lesson
about the process of drying meat.
Below: Putting the meat strips on the rack to dry.
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Above: Students learning about the process of making dry meat from Elders
Edna Paul and Annie Thomas.
Left: Beef, deer and moose meat drying over the hot coals.

Learning the traditional
way to make dry meat
at our culture camp

Right: Trying the finished product.
Far right: A portion of first batch of dry meat
made at the MECCS culture camp.

Above: Maxine on overnight duty at the dry meat rack.
Right: Turning meat strips during the night.
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